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OSTA RELEASES MPV MUSIC PROFILE WORKING DRAFT FOR COMMENT;

SPECIFICATION AVAILABLE TO MUSIC INDUSTRY AT JUPITER PLUG.IN

Music Profile for MPV specification enables faster, easier solutions for listening to and
interactively browsing digital music collections

NEW YORK, July 28, 2003 – The Optical Storage Technology Association (OSTA) announced

today at Jupiter Plug.IN Conference and Expo 2003™, a prestigious digital music conference,

that it released a working draft of the Music Profile for its MPV™ (MusicPhotoVideo)

specification focusing on enhancing the exchange and playback of digital music.  OSTA

representatives will be available at Jupiter Plug.IN on July 28 and 29 to discuss the Music Profile

extension to the MPV specification.

MPV (MusicPhotoVideo) is an extensible, open and royalty-free standard format designed to

enhance the way consumers can store, exchange and enjoy collections of music, photo and video

content on PCs and consumer electronics products.  The core specification has been ratified, and

is supported by many of the leading PC and CE device manufacturers.  Additional profiles are

being developed.  The Music Profile defines the formats necessary for listening to and

interactively browsing digital music collections.

 “Consumers today use a personal computer as the central repository for thousands of audio files

but they want to enjoy the music on all their consumer electronics devices -- CD/DVD players,

portable music players, car stereos and the new wireless networking receivers.  There is no

standard way to transfer the music between all these devices. With MPV, you can put a disc

you’ve made with 200 or so songs into your DVD player and sort and access your songs by title,
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musician, or genre,” said Raza Zaidi, MPV Music Initiative Lead for OSTA. “Today’s media

players have convenient management features including creating multiple playlists based on

genre or artist similarity.  However, these playlists often use proprietary formats.  The MPV

Music Profile defines a universal format that will result in a better music experience and improve

business processes in the digital music world. People will no longer be limited to viewing

information about a music clip on a PC.”

MPV Improves Consumers’ Digital Music Experience

Examples of ways in which MPV could improve the user experience and facilitate business

processes for digital music follow:

• When consumers use an MPV-enabled disc recording application to make a compilation

CD, the application will also record the MPV information (song identification, playlists

and metadata) in a single file to the disc. Consumer playback devices could then quickly

read that one file and determine the contents of the disc to display an easy-to-use

navigation system enabling users to search or sort by genre, artist, album or song.

• The new wireless receivers in home networks that stream music from the personal

computer use Universal Plug and Play (UPnPTM), an XML specification, to communicate.

MPV, also XML-based, can work gracefully with UPnP to standardize the playback of

collections and playlists from and to all devices on the home network.

• Music labels could add MPV information along with cover art, artist photos and lyrics to

pre-recorded audio CDs that could be played back on consumer electronics devices.  For

example, when listening to an audio CD on a DVD player, the consumer could view a

photo slideshow of the artist on the TV screen.  The music industry often adds exciting

content to Audio CDs that only plays back on PCs with added software.  With MPV, it

would be possible to access this content on consumer electronics devices.

• MPV could also be used by online music subscription services to track songs the user

burns onto a recordable disc. The MPV information would be in the data portion of a

mixed mode disc.

Industry participants may comment on the MPV Music Profile working draft until Sept. 1, prior

to its scheduled ratification in September 2003.   To obtain the Music Profile Working Draft,

please visit the OSTA website at http://www.osta.org/mpv/public/specs.htm.
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About MPV

MPV (MusicPhotoVideo) provides multimedia playlists and access to their associated metadata.

MPV is an open specification that makes easier the representation, exchange, processing and

playback of collections of digital media content, including music, still images, stills with audio,

still sequences, video clips, and audio clips.

The MPV specification is being developed in phases and results in “Profiles.”   The MPV Core

specification as well as Basic and Presentation profiles are already ratified and are available at

http://www.osta.org/mpv.  The Music Profile defines the formats and practices necessary for

listening to a music collection and interactively browsing content collections.

Earlier this year, a group of leading PC and CE device manufacturers announced support for

MPV, along with their intention to incorporate the open and royalty-free specification into their

products.  The first MPV creation applications and players are scheduled for release in Fall 2003.

About the Optical Storage Technology Association (OSTA)

The Optical Storage Technology Association (OSTA) was incorporated as an international trade

association in 1992 to promote the use of recordable optical technologies and products. The

organization's membership includes optical product manufacturers and resellers from three

continents, representing more than 85 percent of worldwide writable optical product shipments.

They work to shape the future of the industry through regular meetings of DVD Compatibility,

Commercial Storage Applications (CSA), Marketing, MultiRead/MPV, Planning and UDF

committees. Interested companies worldwide are invited to join the organization and participate

in its programs by contacting an OSTA representative at +1 (408) 253-3695, by fax +1 (408)

253-9938 or by addressing its Web site at www.osta.org. OSTA holds its second annual Optical

Storage Symposium this year in October in Carlsbad, CA – visit http://www.osta.org/oss for

more information.
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